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Abstract 
We study termination of LOTOS behaviors. In order to characterize termination, we 
first define a testing semantics for LOTOS in the classical way giving a fully abstract 
characterization in terms of acceptance sets. We show that this testing semantics does 
not properly capture termination. Then we modify the testing semantics by extending the 
class of admissible tests, to obtain a new equivalence that is a congruence with respect to 
the enabling operator. Then, we study alternative definitions of testing in order to capture 
termination, and we relate them each other, getting a Hierarchy of termination, which 
besides proves that the first termination semantics is in fact the most adequate one. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Process Algebras (e.g. ACP (Bergstra, J. A. and Klop, J. W., 1984), CCS (Milner, R., 
1980) and (Milner, R.,1989), CSP (Hoare, C.A.R., 1985)) have been widely used to specify 
concurrent systems. In this paper, we will work within the framework of another Process 
Algebra: LOTOS (Language of Temporal Ordering Specification) (ISO, 1988), which is a 
Formal Description Technique developed within ISO for the forma.! specification of open 
distributed system. Examples of its use can be found in (van Eijk, P., Diaz, M. and Vissers, 
C.A. editors, 1989). 

Successful termination, expressed by means of an specific operator of the language can 
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238 Part Five Validation and Testing 

be considered as one of the main new features of LOTOS. Successful termination also 
appears in CSP, see (Hoare, C.A.R., 1985), but looking at the posterior work on this 
process algebra, we see that not too much attention has been paid to this subject. This is 
mainly due to the greater attention paid to the prefix operator, compared to that paid to 
the sequential composition. In CCS we have no way to express at all successful termination, 
but this is justified by having no such a sequential composition operator. Finally in ACP 
successful termination is somehow expressed by default: There is no explicit operator 
to express it, but instead deadlock, that is unsuccessful termination is represented by a 
primitive process. 

In the definition of LOTOS, successful termination is represented at the syntactical 
level by means of the exit behavior, while at the semanticallevel it is represented by event 
o. Oppositely to what has happened for CSP, termination plays an important role on the 
application of LOTOS, mainly because of the wide use of the enabling operator. 

There is not too much work devoted to the analysis of termination. Probably the most 
well known and thorough study is (Aceto, L. and Hennessy, M., 1992), where a denota
tional model capturing termination is derived from an operational semantics. 

In this paper, we study how the termination of LOTOS programs may be characterized 
in the framework of testing semantics. Even if a testing semantics was defined for LOTOS 
in (Brinksma, E., Scollo, G. and Steenbergen, E., 1986), we have prefered to use some 
other definitions and notations, closer to those by (de Nicola, R. and Hennessy, M., 1984) 
and (Hennessy, M., 1988). 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review the syntax and 
operational semantics of LOTOS. In Section 3 we define a testing semantics for LOTOS. 
In Section 4 we modify the allowed test to capture termination of LOTOS behaviors. 
Finally, Section 5 presents our conclusions and future work. 

2 SYNTAX AND OPERATIONAL SEMANTICS OF LOTOS 

In this section we review the syntax and the operational semantics of LOTOS. 

2.1 Syntax of LOTOS 

As usual when giving the syntax of LOTOS, we will consider a universe of gates Q that 
includes all the gate names; g,g', g1 , ... range over Q. G, G', G1, ••• range over sets of gate 
names. We will also consider an internal event i which is not visible for an observer and the 
termination event 6. Then the set & =QUi U o will be the universe of events; e, e', e11 ••• 

range over&. 

Definition 1 B is the algebm of finite behavior expressions as defined in Table 1. Each be
havior expression B has an associated gate set L(B), also defined in the Table. 
B, B', B11 ••• mnge over behavior expressions in B. 

In Table 1, we have allowed as a valid behavior expression a process variable P, so we 
can define recursive definitions. We consider a finite index set l and the set of equations 
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Name syntax Gate set 

Stop stop 0 
Exit exit {c5} 
Action Prefix e;B L(B) U {e} 
Choice Bt[]B2 L(B1 ) U L(B2) 
Parallelism Bl I[GJI B2 L(Bt) U L(B2) 
Enabling B1>>B2 L(Bt) U L(B2) 
Disabling Bt [> B2 L(Bt) U L(B2) 
Process Variable p See comments below Def. 1 
Hiding hide Gin B L(B)- G 
Relabeling B[9t/9~, .. ,9n/9~] (L(B)- {9~, .. ,9~}) U {9~, .. ,9n} 

Table 1 Syntax of LOTOS. 

P; := B; (i E /), where P;'s are process variables and B;'s are behavior expressions that 
may contain process variables in the set {P;! i E /}. In this case the gate set of P; is the 
gate set of B;. 

2.2 Operational Semantics 

In this section, we present the rules which define the operational semantics of the language. 

Exit, Prefix, Choice, and Process Variable 

Termination 

Action Prefix 

Choice 

[CHOl] 

Process Variable 

[EXIT] 

[PRE] 

Bt- e-+ B~ 
Bt[]B2 - e -+ B~ 

exit - 8 -+ stop 

e;B- e-+ B 

[CH02] 
B2- e-+ B~ 

Bt[]B2- e-+ B~ 

[REC] 
B-e-+ B' P:=B 

P-e-+B' 

Hiding and Relabeling 

Hiding 

[HDl] 
B-e-+B' eEG 

hide G in B- i -+ hide G in B' 

[HD2] 
B-e-+B' e(j.G 

hide G in B - e -+ hide G in B' 
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Relabeling 

[REL] 

Parallel Operator 
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B-e-+B' 

if e = gi 
otherwise 

The definition of the parallel operator includes two conceptually different types of opera
tions: synchronization and interleaving. 

Synchronization 

[SYNl] 
B1 - e -+ Bf B2 - e -+ B~ e E G U 8 

B1 I[GJI B2 - e -+ Bf I[GJI B~ 
Interleaving 

[INTI] 
B1 - e -+ Bf e f. G U 8 

B1 I[GJI B2- e-+ Bf I[GJI B2 

[INT2] 
B2 - e -+ B~ e f. G u 8 

B1 I[GJI B2- e-+ B1 I[G]I B~ 

Disabling and Enabling 

Disabling 

[DISl) 
B1 - e -+ Bf e # 8 

B1 [> B2 - e -+ Bf [> B2 
[DIS2] 

[DIS3) 

Enabling 

[ENAl) 
B1 - e -+ Bf e # 8 

B1>>B2 - e-+ Bf>>B2 

[ENA2] 

3 A PLAIN TESTING SEMANTICS FOR LOTOS 

Once we have defined the operational semantics, we can define the testing semantics. In 
order to give a formal definition of testing, we need first to introduce some new concepts 
and definitions. To indicate successful test termination, tests will use a new event ok, 
which can only appear in tests. Then we can define the notion of complete computations. 
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Definition 2 : (Complete computations) We say that a (possibly infinite) sequence of 
tmnsitions B- e1 --+ B~. B1 - e2 --+ B2, ... , Bn-1 -en --+ Bn is a complete computation 
of B, when if fulfills any of the followings conditions: 

1. It is successful which means that it is finite, en = ok and e; =/= ok Vi < n. 
2. It is blocked which means that Bn can genemte no more tmnsitions. 
3. It is infinite and unsuccessful, which means that e; =/= ok Vi E N. 

In this section tests are just LOTOS behaviors, but possibly including the new ac
ceptance event ok. Testing is performed by studying the computations of the behavior 
expression that is obtained by putting a test in parallel with the behavior expression to 
be tested, taking as synchronizing set the full alphabet but the acceptance event ok. 

Test application will be represented by BIT, and is defined a.s follows: 

BIT= hide Q in (BI[Q]IT) 

Now, satisfaction of tests can be defined in a very similar way to that used in (de Nicola, 
R. and Hennessy, M., 1984) and (Hennessy, M., 1988). 

Definition 3 We say that B may satisfy a test T, and we will write B may T, iff BIT 
has some successful computation. We say that B must satisfy a test T, and we will write 
B must T, iff any complete computation of BIT is a successful computation. 

Definition 4 If B1 and B2 are behavior expressions, we say that they are: 

• may-equivalent B1 ~may B2, if they satisfy the same may tests 

VT B1 mayT ¢> B2 mayT 

• must-equivalent B1 ~must 8 2 , if they satisfy the same must tests 

VT B1 must T ¢> B2 must T 

• maymust-equivalent B1 ~ B2, if they are both may and must-equivalent. 

Taking as tests plain LOTOS behaviors, just extended with the acceptance event ok, 
termination can only be partially captured. For instance, we have 

exit ~must stop 

since taking T = i; ok [] exit we have stop must T but exit I}fust T. However 

exit [] i; stop ~must exit 

This is due to the fact that tests cannot succeed after the termination of the testing 
behavior. Thus we can test the possibility of termination, but not the obligation to do it. 

A technical problem appears as a consequence of the fact above: the enabling operator 
does not preserve must-equivalence, since, for instance, we have 
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( exit (] i; stop )»(g; stop ) ~must exit >>(g; stop ) 

for any gate name g. Thus we need to make some changes in the definition of the testing 
semantics, if we want to capture termination in the adequate way. But first we will present 
an alternative characterization of the testing semantics, which will be useful in order to 
define the desired new definition of testing. 

3.1 An alternative characterization 

According to the definition of testing semantics, to check the equivalence between behavior 
expressions, one should have to see that they pass exactly the same tests; but the number 
of tests is infinite. That is why we need a.n alternative characterization of the testing 
semantics. This characterization is obtained following (de Nicola, R. and Hennessy, M., 
1984) and (Hennessy, M., 1988), and it is based on the operational semantics of the 
language, and thus it is independent of its syntax. 

In the rest of the paper we restrict ourselves to the study of the ~must equivalence. 
First, we introduce some auxiliary definitions. 

Definition 5 We define the set of visible events V as the set 9 U h; v, v', v1 ... range over 
V. V, V', ~, ... range over sets of visible events. 

Definition 6 Let B, B' behavior expressions. 
We {inductively) define B --+* B' as: 

1. B --+* B 
2. If B- i --+ B1 A B1 --+* B' then B -->* B' 

Intuitively speaking, B -->* B' means that B evolves to B' by executing a sequence {possibly 
empty) of internal events. 

We {inductively} define B = s =} B' as: 

1. B = f => B' iff B --+* B' 
2. B = v s' => B' iff 3B1 , B 2 : B -->* B1 - v--> B2 A B 2 = s' => B' 

where s, s' range over sequences of visible events, and f represents the empty sequence. 
Intuitively speaking, B = s =} B' if B evolves to B' by executing a sequence of internal 
events, then the first visible event of the sequence s, then a sequence of internal events 
and so on. We write B = s =} if there exists B' such that B = s =} B'. 

Definition 7 Let s, s' be sequences of visible events. We say that s' ~ s if s' is a prefix 
of s. If s' ~ s, we defines.!. s' as the sequence t, s.t. s = s'·t. 

Definition 8 (Acceptance Sets {Hennessy, M., 1988}} 
For any behavior expression B, and any sequence of visible events s, we define 

• S(B)={viB=v=>}. 
• A(B,s) = {S(B') I B = s =} B'}. 
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As in (Hennessy, M., 1988), we write A(BI>s)«A(B2 ,s) iff for every A E A(B2,s) 
there is some A' E A( B1 , s) such that A' ~ A. 

For nonterminating LOTOS behaviors (that are those that cannot execute the ter
mination event 8), we can present the announced alternative characterization of testing 
semantics. 

Definition 9 For behavior expressions B 1 and B2, we write B1 ~ B2 iff for every s E V* 
we have 

Theorem 1 Let B 1 , B2 be nonfe1·minaf!:ng LOTOS behaviors. Then we have B1 ~ B2 iff 
B1 ~must B2. 

Proof. Similar to that in (Hennessy, M., 1988). D 

This characterization is not valid anymore, if we consider behaviors which may termi
nate. For instance, for the behaviors which we considered just before the beginning of this 
subsection, we have 

exit (] i; stop -;j:, exit 

In fact, we will see that the new concept of testing which we introduce in the next section 
is indeed characterized by the previous alternative definition. 

4 A TESTING SEMANTICS CAPTURING TERMINATION 

Our aim is to define tests with the ability of controlling successful termination of LOTOS 
behaviors. We have several possibilities; the first one is to consider that event 8 can appear 
in tests, and besides it is treated by the parallel operator connecting the tested behavior 
and the corresponding test, as any ordinary event. 

Besides we want that the testing equivalence will be a congruence with respect to 
enabling, that is to say B1 ~ B2 => (B1>>B3 ) ~ (B2 >>B3 ). We will see that it is 
guaranteed if we allow event 8 to appear in tests. We will call 8-test to those containing 
event 8, and we denote this set of tests by Test0 • When we use this class of tests, we have 
a new equivalence relation between behaviors. 

Definition 10 Let B 1 , B2 be behavio1· expressions. We say that they are must0-equivalent 
(Bt ~must, B2}, if they must pass the same 8-tests 

V T E Test5 B 1 must T ¢? B2 must T 
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Obviously, for any behaviors B, B' we have B ~must, B' =? B ~must B'. We also have 
the result that follows 

Corollary 1 Let B1 , B2 nonterminating behaviors. Then 

With this definition, we have exit [] i; stop ~must, exit because test T = 8; ok 
distinguishes them. Now we can extend Theorem 1 to any pair of LOTOS behaviors. 

Theorem 2 Let B1, B2 be LOTOS behaviors. Then B1 ~ B2 iff B1 ~must, B2. 

Proof. Analogous to that of Theorem 1, because once tests can both accept of reject after 
the execution of the termination event 8, this event is treated in the same way that any 
ordinary event. 0 

In the following we prove that this must equivalence is in fact a congruence with respect 
to the enabling operator. First we need a lemma concerning acceptance sets for the case 
of the enabling operator A(B>>B',s). 

Lemma 1 Given B1 , B2 behavior expressions and s a sequence of visible events, we have: 

A(B1>>B2,s) = {S(P) Is':::; s 1\ B1 = s'8 =? 1\ B2 = s.!. s' =? P} 

U {S(P) I B1 = s =? P A 8 ct s} (1) 

Proof s may be a trace of B1>>B2 or not. First let us suppose that the former holds. 

Then, the only possible computations from B1>>B2 such that B1>>B2 = s =?Pare 
either like B1>>B2 = s' =? P'>>B2 -i---+ B2= s.!. s' =? P or B1>>B2 = s =? P'>>B2 • 

And since A(B1>>B2,s) = {S(P) I B1>> B2 = s =? P}, then (1) easily follows, 
taking into account the remark above defining the possible shape of the computations of 
BI>>B2. 

Now let us suppose that sis not a trace of B1>>B2 • Then, A(B1>>B2,s) = 0. 
Besides, if sis not a trace of B1>>B2, then it is neither a trace of B1, and it follows 

that {S(P) I B1 = s =? P A 8 ct s} = 0. Also, if sis not a trace of B1>>B2 there 
are no t, t' such that s = t-t', B1 = t8 =? and B2 = t' =?. Then we infer that the sets in 
{S(P) I B 1 = s'8 =? 1\ B 2 = s.!. s; =? P} a.re empty. From these two facts we conclude 
that the set at the right hand side of Equation (1) is the empty set. 0 

Lemma 2 Let B1, B2 be behavior exp1·essions. If B1 ~must, B2 then for any tmce s 
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Theorem 3 If B1 ~must, B2 then for any behavior expression B, the following two con
ditions hold: 

• Bt>>B ~must, B2>>B. 
• B>>Bt ~must, B>>B2. 

Proof. We will only prove the first condition, since the second one is very similar. 
Due to Theorem 2 we can use ~ instead of ~must,. Then we have to prove that for 

any s, A(B2>>B,s)«A(B1>>B,s) and A(B1>>B,s)«A(B2>>B,s). Obviously it is 
enough to prove one of them, since they are symmetric. 

Let A E A(B1>>B, s) we have to show that there exists some C E A(B2>>B, s) such 
that C ~ A. By Lemma 1 A E {S(P) I s' ::;: s 1\ Bt = s'o => 1\ B = s ..!_ s' => P} or 
AE{S(P)IBt=s=>PI\ o~s}. 

Suppose A E {S(P) I s'::;: s 1\ B1 = s'o => 1\ B = s ..!_ s' => P}. By Lemma 2 we have 

{S(P) Is'::;: s 1\ Bt = s'o => 1\ B = s ..!_ s' => P} = 

{S(P) Is'::;: s 1\ B2 = s'o => 1\ B = s ..!_ s' => P} 

and then A E {S(P) Is'::;: s 1\ B2 = s'o => 1\ B = s ..!_ s' => P} ~ A(B2>>B, s). 
Now suppose A E {S(P) I B1 = s => P 1\ o ~ s} ~ A(B11 s). If we now apply that 

A(B2,s)<<A(B11 s) we conclude that there exists some C E A(B2,s) such that C ~A, 
and C = S(P') for a behavior P' s.t. B2 = s => P'. Obviously, C E A(B2>>B,s). 0 

In fact, ~must, is the greatest congruence contained in ~must· To prove it, we have to 
introduce a previous definition. 

Definition 11 Let tic be a new event which cannot appear in behaviors (but it can appear 
in tests). Let B11 B2 be behaviors. We define the equivalence relation ~must,;c 

where Tic = tic; stop . 

Remark: Since the processes in both sides of the definition (B1>>Tic and B2>>Tic) do not 
terminate, the definition does not change if we substitute in it ~must, by any equivalence 
relation which coincides with ~must, on nonterminating processes (for example ~must)· 

Theorem 4 ~must,,c n ~must =~must, 

Proof. The right to left inclusion is a consequence of Theorem 3. 
For the left to right inclusion, we use the characterization of ~must, by acceptance 

sets (see Theorem 2). Acceptance sets of a behavior B>>Tic can be obtained from the 
acceptance sets of B in the following way: 
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A( 8>> Tic, s) 
A(8>>Tic, s tic) 
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A(8, s)~ic (if s does not contain neither 8 nor tic) 
A(8,s8) 

for any trace s, where sfic is equal to the state S but replacing 8 (if 8 E S) by tic. 

We will reason by contradiction. Suppose that there exist behavior expressions 8 1 , 8 2 

such that 8 1 ~must 8 2 1\ 8 1 ~must", 8 2 • Then, since the characterization by acceptance 
sets is also valid for ~must when restricted to non terminating behaviors (see Theorem 1 ), 
we have 

for any trace s. 
Now suppose that 8 1 ~must, 8 2 • Then, using the alternative characterization given in 

Theorem 2, we have: 

Without lose of generality, suppose that the former holds. Then, ::IV' E A(81 , s') such 
that VV; E A(82 ,s'), we have V; Cl V'. Note that 8 must be in V', because 8 1 ~must 82 
and the characterization by acceptance trees is valid for ~must when 8 does not appear in 
acceptance trees. 

Then, VV; E A(82 , s') : :lv; E V;- V'. Note that v; -f. 8 (see previous paragraph). Now 
we consider the test T = s';(v1;ok []v2;ok []···VK;ok), where if s' = (gig2···gr), then 
s' = g1 ; g2; ... gr. Note that in the test T does not appear 8. Finally we have 82 must T, 
but 8 1 rrj,ustT, and then 8 1 ~must 8 2 which contradicts our hypothesis. D 

Corollary 2 ~must, is the greatest congruence with respect to the enabling operator, con
tained in ~must. 

Proof. Taking into account the definition of ~must"'' we have that any equivalence relation 
preserved by enabling must be contained in ~must,"· D 

4.1 Alternative Definitions 

There are other possibilities to define testing of successful termination. For instance we 
will discuss what happen if we do not allow event 8 to appear in tests, but instead we 
allow the behavior exit to appear in them. This implies that 8 can still be performed, 
but when that happen no further step can be done. Then, we can consider that when 8 
is executed, the test has failed or we can consider that the test has succeeded. We also 
consider when the exit behavior cannot appear in tests. 

15 means Failure 
Since in this case the acceptance event cannot be executed after the termination event 8, 
we have that whenever this last event can be performed by the pair (behavior expression, 
test), then the test cannot be passed. With this interpretation we get just the equivalence 
~ 
-must• 
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b means ok 
A second possibility is to take any (successfully) terminating computation as successful. 
For this, we have just to change the definition of successful computation, introducing as 
new successful computations those executing 8. 

This new way of defining the set of successful computations generates a new must
semantics, whose defining equivalence relation we will denote by ~must,· Now we have a 
result similar to that of Corollary 1. 

Corollary 3 If B1 , B2 ·are two behavior expressions that cannot execute 8, then 

Proof. Obviously the appearance of {j in tests is useless when comparing two behaviors 
which cannot terminate. 0 

Like in the case of ~must. this new equivalence is not preserved by enabling, as the 
following example shows. 

Example 1 The behavior expressions B1 and B2 defined by B1 = i; stop [] i; exit and 
B2 =stop , are mustrequivalent, but if we consider the behavior expressions B1 >>(g; exit) 
and B 2>>(g; exit) f01· any gate name g, then we have that they are not equivalent, because 
test T = i; ok [] g; stop distinguishes them {the former behaviornjust1 this test, while the 
latter must1 it). 

Since ~must, coincides with ~must when restricted to nonterminating behaviors, we 
immediately have similar results to that in Theorem 4 and Corollary 2. 

Corollary 4 ~must, is the greatest congTuence with Tespect to the enabling opemtor, con
tained in ~must 1 • 

Let us remark that stop tmust1 exit because the test e.1:it distinguishes them. The 
following lemma shows that there are no relation between ~must and ~must,. 

Lemma 3 NeitheT ~must~~must, nor ~must, ~~must· 

Proof. ~must~~must, because exit 
equivalent because of the test T = 
njust1 it). 

~must1 ~~must because stop 
equivalent because of the test T = 
latternjust it). 0 

~must i; stop [] i; exit but they are not must 1-

exit (the former behavior must1 it while the latter 

~must, i; stop [] i; exit but they are not must
exit[] i;ok (the former behavior must it while the 
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Even though there is no relation between ~must and ~must, (see Lemma 3), we have an 
interesting result which relates the combination of these orders with ~must,. 

Proof. (Sketch) The family of basic tests which is used in (Hennessy, M., 1988) to char
acterize the must-semantics, contains two classes of tests. In the first class (trace tests) 
we have to refuse after the execution of a trace; while in the other one (refusal tests) we 
accept after any of the gate names in an offered set. But tests containing both refusals and 
acceptances after the execution of an observable event are not necessary to characterize 
the must-semantics. In our case, trace tests can be obtained when we consider that {j means 
failure (thus, this set of tests characterizes the must-equivalence), while refusal tests can 
be obtained when we consider that {j means ok (thus, this set of tests characterizes the 
must1-equivalence). 0 

Neither t5 nor exit zn tests 
Again we consider that {j is a special event but now it cannot be generated by tests (that 
implies that exit cannot appear in tests). We will denote the corresponding set of tests 
by TesLexit. Then, as in the previous cases, we can define a new equivalence relation. 

Definition 12 Let B 1 , B 2 be behavior exp1·essions. We say that they are must2-equivalent 
(BI ~must2 B2), if they must pass the same tests in TesLexit 

\::IT E TesLexit B 1 must T ¢} B 2 must T 

But again this equiva.lence is not a congruence as the next example shows 

Example 2 The behavior expression B 1 , B 2 defined by B 1 = exit and B 2 =stop are must2 
equivalent. But if we consider the behavio1· expressions B 1>>(g; exit) and B2>>(g; exit) 
for any gate name g, we have that they are not equivalent, because the test g; ok distin
guishes them (the former must this test, but the latterrr/ust it). 

For the same reason that in the previous case, we have for this equivalence relation the 
same results that in Theorem 4 and Corollary 2. 

Corollary 5 ~must, is the greatest congruence with respect to the enabling opemtor, con
tained in ~must2 • 

Let us remark that this relation is different from ~must and ~must,, since, for instance, 
exit ~must2 stop , but exit ~must stop , and exit ~must, stop . In fact, ~must2 is 
weaker than the equivalences previously presented. 
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The following theorem relates the equivalences presented in this paper. 

Theorem 8 (Hierarchy of Termination) Let B 1 , B 2 be behavior expressions. 

5 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

We have studied termination of LOTOS behaviors in the framework of a testing semantics. 
First, we have defined the testing semantics in the classical way (Hennessy, M., 1988). But 
with this definition, we cannot properly capture termination of behaviors; more exactly, 
we can detect the possibility of termination, but not the obligation to do it. Following 
(Hennessy, M., 1988) we present a characterization based on acceptance trees, of the given 
semantics, which is equivalent to the must-equivalence when restricted to nonterminating 
LOTOS behaviors. 

In order to capture termination, we modify the testing semantics by extending the class 
of admissible tests, allowing action {j to appear in tests. We get a new equivalence relation 
~must., which is proved to be a congruence with respect to the enabling operator, and 
such that it is fully characterized by acceptance trees. 

Since it is not totally clear that the proposed way to test termination will be the natural 
one, we have studied some alternative definitions of testing in order to capture termination. 
All of them are extensions of the standard way to test non terminating behaviors. Thus the 
differences are concentrated on the way to treat termination. With the standard definition 
of testing, termination can only be tested by means of the terminating behavior exit, and 
thus termination means failure, since it cannot be followed by the acceptance event ok. 
The induced equivalence is not a congruence with respect to enabling, and in fact, we 
have that the greatest congruence contained in that relation is just ~must6 • 

Exactly the same results are obtained when we change the definition, either taking that 
termination means success, or when we do not allow to test termination at all. In our 
opinion, from all these results we can conclude that to test the termination event as any 
other ordinary event is indeed the appropriate way to test termination. 

As future work, we plan to extend this study to the case in which there is not a single 
termination event, but a set of different termination events, as proposed in (Quemada, 
J., 1994). We also would like to study termination in the framework of probabilistic and 
timed extensions of LOTOS. 
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